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PROJECT REPORT

Honey Creek Cave
Kurt Menking
With every change in The Texas
Caver editors come new arm bending
tactics to get cavers to submit something
to publish. It's a thankless job, and when
Joe and Becky asked me to write about
Honeycreek Cave, I promised to find the
time to provide some updates of what's
been happening lately.
It's been a while since
there's been a project update
about Honeycreek. Interest

and participation has declined ,......,.. ..,._
in the last few years. There are
still trips, and even some valuable work trips, but not nearly
as frequently as in the past.
The most active Honeycreek
cavers for the past ten years
have been Mark Minton and
Bill Steele. Between them they
are probably responsible for
90% of the surveying and
work-related trips during that
time frame. Now that both of
them are out of the state the
project has suffered. Even before they left it was getting
harder and harder to find
cavers willing to commit to the
long trips required just to get
to the end of a known survey.
Some of the most significant trips in the last year
include a survey trip to the end
of the TC passage, the most
remote part of the cave. Bev
Shade led some Austin cavers
to extend the survey past the
Mile Crawl, the Ultimate Air
Space, and other famous obstacles. Now
the end of the TC survey is the most remote place in the cave. David Bogard
has been organizing trips to check leads
from the endless Honeycreek lead list.
He's taken an extension ladder into the
cave to explore dome leads, and is also
checking dig leads, and small side leads
TH E T EXAS CwER

as he goes. Good luck to David when he
tries to get his ladder through the breakdown!
Cavers have helped the owner with
several projects this past year. Over a
year ago the owner di scussed the possibility of drilling a new well so he could
pump more than the normal flow at

was concern that the pump would
suck air in the shallow water. Dan and
Linda Misiaszek, with the SMART
divers in San Marcos, brought out an
underwater vacuum device to lift the
debris from the pump area and send
it down stream where it will not interfere with anything. Finally the well
is complete and the owner is
happy with its output. At the
moment he pumps a few hours
each month to fill a few cattle
11!::0<.,.,....,~...
- troughs and a storage tank that
feeds the troughs.
In addition to assisting the
owner with the new well, cavers
have been helping out in other
ways. The owner has been in
bad health for years. He experienced congestive heart failure
this year, as well as several ruptured disks, and he continues to
suffer with knee problems
(they've both been replaced),
and his diabetes is causing problems as well. Even though his
health is waning, his spirit is
strong. He 's still out cutting and
bailing hay, mending fences. etc.
Part of the problem is that the
family that worked for him for
ten plus years won the lottery
two years ago and immediately
quit. He 's gone through several
short-term people since then ,
but hasn ' t attracted anyone to
stay. (By the way if anyone 's interested in a part time job with
The resurgence area of Honey Creek Cave.
Photo by George Veni
good scenery, and free place to
live, and maybe a small amount of
times. With the assistance of Keith
cash, let me know. He's not looking
Heuss, his cave radio, and many other
for someone to do 8-10 hours of work
cavers, we located a new drill site into
each day, every day, just someone to
the mile long pool mid-way between the
help with the hay bailing, hauling,
two entrances. The new well was drilled,
cattle feeding and maintenance etc .)
but in the process they sent much of the
cuttings into the cave. raising the floor
Continued on p. 68
three to five feet in some areas. There
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TRIP REPORT

Expedition to the Caves of Piedras Negras,
Peten, Guatemala
George Veni
years through the 1930s, the University
with the rest of the archaeological team.
Prelude
It was mid-January 1999. Plans for of Pennsylvania extensively excavated Bonnie Longley, of Austin, and Robby
the ruins. This expedition was the third Colas, rounded out the caving team .
one expedition had fallen through when
Robby is a caver and archaeology stuAllan Cobb e-mailed, asking ifl was able year that project leaders Dr. Steve Housto join him for a trip to Guatemala. I ton , of Brigham Young , and Hector dent from the University of Hamburg.
Germany. While Allan, Bonnie, and I
had missed caving in that area during Escobedo, of Guatemala's Universidad
the past few years and was anxious to del Valle, would continue research at would explore and survey caves ,
Robby's job was to assess and excavate
return to the bush and its exotic wild- Piedras Negras.
- any cultural material.
life. I would have
gone regardless, but
Camp
wa s
among the ruins of the
readily joined when I
old city. We set up
learned we would be
tents in flat areas bepart of an archaeological expedition
tween
templ e
mounds, and joined
from Brigham Young
University in Utah.
three large tents toAllan and I had both
• gether to form a lab
~IS~j:i~f for a relatively bugworked with archaeological expeditions
free work environbefore and found
ment at night. Three
them very pleasant.
generators provided
Unlike the Spartan
lights and power for
conditions in most
fans, computers , a
caving expeditions ,
satellite phone, and
accommodations
other equipment. Our
Sifting excavated cave sediments for artifacts at Actun Yuch 'ib. Photo by George Veni
would be relatively
shaded outdoor dinThe ancient Maya were great cave
luxurious and travel to Guatemala would
ing room overlooked a spectacular view
be paid. There was the added bonus of explorers and often used caves for ritu- of the river. Pumps brought water up and
workjng with the archaeologists, and
als and activities. Therefore, when the ran it through filters for drinkjng. For
watching firsthand as the mysteries of Brigham Young expedition found some bathing, caution was needed. Last year
the Mayan civilization came to light.
caves during their previous year's work, a Guatemalan worker was caught by and
Our destination was the ancient plus a huge pit, they felt that having some drowned in the river's swift and powerMayan city of Piedras Negras. It is locavers on the team would be useful. This ful currents.
cated in the northwest corner of practicality is for two reasons: first, sigHaving recovered and settled in
Guatemala's Peten region , along the nificant archaeological materials can from the long hike into camp, on 5 April
Usumacinta River that marks the bor- often be found in caves in the Mayan
1999 we went in search of Xibalba, the
area, and second, cavers are less likely Mayan underworld. Our first cave was
der with Mexico. The city is huge, much
larger than many better-known Mayan
to get killed in caves. When the huge pit within the city of Piedras Negras, and
cities, but its remote location and less was found the year before, one team
only a five-minute walk from campmember fell while trying to free-climb.
impressive architecture have contributed
once you knew where it was and after
to its relative anonymity. However, Luckily, he was caught by trees and
we hacked a trail to it. We named Maler's
among Mayanists, the site is important didn ' t fall to his death.
C a ve for archeologist/adventurer
in several ways, including being central
Seeking Xibalba
Teobert Maler, who noted some small
to the first translations of the Mayan
Allan and I arrived from Texas at caves when he visited Piedras Negras in
written glyphic language. For about ten
Piedras Negras on 3 April 1999, along
1895. Unfortunately, it turned out to be
56
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a shelter cave, and a small one at that.
dark areas in a cliff near the main trail.
to the ruins of El Porvenir, about five
Robby marked an area to excavate, but Most turned out to be shelters with no kilometers northwest of Piedras Negras,
as he dug, he found that someone had cultural material, but Alberto persevered
where some CO NAP folks were camped.
and found a shelter with some potsherds.
CONAP is the Guatemalan equivalent
already excavated the floor, probably
during the University of Pennsylvania It was about 15 meters high and wide,
to the U.S. National Park Service. We
13
meters
into
the
cliff.
At
and
extended
expeditions of the 1930s.
had heard that they knew of several caves
After lunch, we searched the hill
the farthest point was a mound of sherds.
in the area, so he went to get details .
Robby later excavated the mound and
behind temple 0-13. Archeologists who
Bonnie and I rigged the pit. It was
of
found
it
was
a
single-episode
dump
dug there last year said that enough air
too deep for any single rope we brought,
blew through the structure's rubble core Late Classic potsherds (the Mayan Late so we tied together 60-meter and 45to extinguish a match. Airflow through Classic period extended from 600-900 meter ropes, lowered the end down the
temple cores is not unusual, but neither A.D, but probably ended around 850 AD hole, and watched it disappear into the
at Piedras Negras). We surveyed the cave forest below. We saved exploring the pit
are Mayan temples over cave entrances;
until Allan and Robby could join us. Afthe Maya believed that caves sanctified and then overland to the main trail.
terward,
we surface surveyed to tie in
In
the
afternoon,
Steve
Houston
led
the structures. The area didn't look good
for caves, but we spread out and swept us to the pit. It was huge. We guessed it Cueva de Alberto and the upcoming survey of the pit
the hillside.
to the arBonnie was
2
3
0
chaeological
highest and
CUEVA DE MICRO-MURO
survey of the
PIEDRAS NEGRAS. PETEN,
was the only
METERS
GUATEMALA
city
and its
one to encounPLAN
SUUNTO
&
30M
TAPE
SURVEY
outskirts.
ter bedrock,
5 APRIL 1999
ALLAN COBB. BONNIE LONGLEY,
A 11 an
where she also
GEORGE VENI (CARTOGRAPHY)
returned
in
found a cave.
the early afCueva de Miternoon from
cro-Muro was
his trip to the
named for a
CONAP
small stone
camp with
wall that sits
bad news .
on the natural
They
didn't
bridge that bi0
know of any
sects
the
caves near
nearly 3-meter
Piedras
high entrance.
Nr---1•~
2
Negras
or
The
cave
near
El
ended within
PROFILE . 285° VIEW
3
Porvenir.
I 0 meters with
METERS
3.6
They knew of
no other sign
some caves to
of cultural
northwest
"a
long
way"
from El
the
was
about
I
00
meters
in
diameter
and
material or activity. We continued
80 meters deep from the low side. Trees Porvenir. When a Guatemalan says it's
searching the hill, but didn't find anya long way, then you know it' s a killer
covered the bottom. Since it was late in
thing.
hike. Logistically, it wasn ' t practical to
didn't
bring
rope.
Instead,
the
day,
we
The next day, Allan, Bonnie, and I
go
that far, and establishing the signifiwent to clear a trail to the big pit with we selected a rig point, cleared vegetathe help of Alberto Heredia, one of the tion and loose rocks from the edge, and cance of archaeological deposits in caves
there to Piedras Negras would have been
Guatemalan workers. The problem was then surveyed and chopped a path down
beyond the scope of the project.
that no one was really sure how to get 20 stations to the main trail.
On 8 April 1999, Allan, Bonnie,
By our fourth day, we were a little
there. Initially, we were promised that
Robby
and I headed off for the big pit.
discouraged.
The
pit
was
impressive,
but
some workers would clear a trail to the
Some
people
on the expedition had taken
pit for us. Instead, we spent the first half it didn't look like it would have passages
of the day thrashing about. Luckily, it at the bottom, and almost all of the other to calling it a sinkhole. We decided to
wasn't totally futile. We spotted some caves were shelters. Allan hiked an hour
Continued on p. 66
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TSA NEWS

Gill Ediger Leaves Texas!
Compiled by Charlie Loving
"Ediger? Who's Ediger? He from
Houston?" said a young caver at Cave
With Out a Name. So qui ckly the famous fall from grace.
Who the heck is Ediger anyway ?
Some bald headed guy who needed a
shave, got shot in Chiapas, had a half
dozen weenie dogs, and made everything
work. He also had a Jot of fetishes , one
of them being trains. Just building a train
for Terry Raines wasn ' t enough he had
to drive one.
Gill Ediger, a long time friend and
Texas Caver, has developed the mid-life
crazies and decided he needs a real job.
When Gill was still crawling around in
diapers he must have gotten a toy train
or lived next to the tracks . He surely
spent a great deal of time on the wrong
side of said tracks. In one of those moments when little kids think about what
they are going to be when they grow up
Gill fixated on trains.

5X

This all happened in his birthplace
of Sinton, Texas. Named appropriately
by the people over the causeway living
in Body of Christ for all the sinning that
went on there I am sure. Gill grew up in
salty sea air and high winds. After high
school, he went off to Kingsville, the intellectual Mecca of South Texas and attended A & I. It was there that he discovered holes. Various types of holes,
vertical, horizontal, wide, narrow, teeny
and big. And became a mover and
shaker.
Going caving, not spelunking, was
a good way for Gill to suppress his mania for trains. I met Gill back in the hay
day of caving. He was an A&I guy at
the time.
Some ofthe best sources for writing the Legend of Gill are the folks who
"trained" (Sorry, I can' t help it) under
him at Texas A&I.
Craig Bittinger says, "I met Gill
when I went to my first caving
club meeting in '66. I remember the ' 73 NSS Convention in
Bloomington when he rigged up
the giant fluorescent penis on
the front of his truck and drove
around the campground. Lots
of folks taking photos of that."
"I first laid eyes on Gill
when he sauntered into the old
TSS office in the UT Geology
building in summer 1968. Dick
Smith and I were deep in conversation about some weighty
TSS matters and were at first
irritated that our important
business had been interrupted.
However, it was soon apparent
that this youngster was seriously into caving and we had a
pleasant visit. Later that summer, Gill attended at the Springfield, Missouri, NSS Convention and he soon became well
known for exuberant antics."

During the last half of 1969 Carta
Valley Sucks was "organized" and Gill
(with his girlfriend Jill Moody) was a
natural for that somewhat eclectic group.
If there was a CVS function, Gill was
usually there and he became a stalwart
Charter Member of that group.
In the summer of 1970, Gill and
Jill were married in Natural Bridge Caverns . At the end of the ceremony, Gill
ripped open his tuxedo to reveal his CVS
tee shirt. (What was Jill wearing?)."
Gill was becoming more politically
active and, in 1970, at the same time The
Texas Caver was rejuvenated, Gill was
elected Chairman of the TSA and helped
to forge a stronger more cohesive TSA.
Gill became the mover and shaker
of the Texas A&I Student Grotto. He was
constantly caving, or involved with some
aspect of caving. He appeared at all the
BOG meetings, conventions and projects
and generally made himself useful.
Hersh says: "I remember Gill in
Terry's bus printing Carta Valley Sucks.
I still have the comic somewhere and
dread explaining to my youngest why
they call the lady Sandpaper Sue. You
know what they say about the bad
penny?"
That was a time of much publication . AMCS and Inside Earth all came
to life. I recall Gill giving advice to Bill
Elliot on the Caver Comics book. That
one is rare these days and probably worth
hundreds of dollars to collectors.
"I recall a TSA project at Deep
Cave out near Carta Valley. I was a survey leader, got totally lost in the break
down, and was saved from embarrassment by Gill. We camped in the church
after partying most of the night at Ma
Crosby's in Acuna. It was an outrageous
trip. Everyone nude in the stock tank and
any number of liberal antics went on.
That night it rained five or six inches
and in the morning there were cavers
floating everywhere. They had partied
THE T EXAS CwER
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long and hard and slept right through the
flood. "
Without Gill's inspiration CVS
would have never become so popular.
Ron Feisler recalls the beach party
where we were all gaily partaking of the
era of lax morals and trying to drink
more beer than Lone Star and Pearl could
produce. "You probably have heard
about his eardrum fiasco from someone
who was there ...maybe Craig Bittinger,
Neal Morris, Bill Elliot? Basically, Gill
was filling plastic garbage bags with
acetylene gas from a welding cylinder.
There was some problem with static electricity or something and BOOOOOM!
Say what? HUH?"
I was there and saw the fireball.
That was a trip where Bill Bell's Land
Rover was overwhelmed by the Gulf.
After that Gill got drafted. He went
to Basic and Officer Candidate School.
After testing in all their infinite wisdom
the army trained him to fly fixed-wing
aircraft.
Again Feisler comments: "About
alii know of Gill's Nam experiences is
very limited. Ediger went to Nam with
a busted eardrum. He stayed there a few
months till the higher-ups realized they
fucked up. They sent him back to the
World where he flew YIPs around in a
fancy twin engine Beechcraft. Pretty
slick way to get out of the impact zone!"
Feisler recalls more: "Gill created
the peanut butter and jalapeno sandwich.
I ate one once ... and did not go back for
seconds."
Gill is a great problem solver,
Feisler waxes on. "Gill once had a problem with a neighborhood cat. It kept
coming into the yard and the owners
made no attempt to control it. One day,
Gill and I used magic markers and
painted a large bull's eye around the eat's
asshole. We never saw it again!"
Don Foxhall expounds on Gill's
construction abilities: "Ediger built two
swell outhouses for me in the early 80's.
As I remember, these one-hole shitters
were built to metric measurement and
had heart shaped vent holes instead of
the traditional moon . I gave one to
THE TEXAS CAVER

Marsha and she may still have it at her
place. Around then, Ediger bought that
nice house in South Austin from Barbara Winsborough, the one with the hot
tub in the attached greenhouse."
Gill introduced John Loving to pornography by accident. On a trip to the
Eclipse, a large group of cavers were
tooling through the mountains disobeying the adage of not driving at night in
Mexico. When fatigue and a torrential
rainstorm hit. The decision was made to
stop at the next hotel. The next hotel was
a motel that rented rooms by the hour
and half-hour. The desk clerk had never
faced a family group before and found
this to be highly irregular. After some

negotiating the group got a room for the
night. The motel had cable television: 14
XXX channels. "Let's watch TV." some
one said. It was quite an education.
"Gill takes great love in mindfucking people," says Felicia Vreeland
who went on her first trip with Gill and
remembers that it was a real introduction. "He also taught us about the use of
surplus items and midnight requisitioning, there was nothing that isn ' t useful
in someway to Gill."
To Old Man Wisdom, Gill is the
ultimate organizer. He makes things happen just by wanting them to happen. He
can enlist people to do his bidding. The
OTR feeds were his inspiration. Cooking was such fun the first time, that it
became a tradition. The cooks were given

free rein and their only guideline was
cook enough for a big feast. Gill had all
the tents and tables, the serving trays and
most of the kitchenware. The cooks
bitched a lot about Gill 's high handedness at first, and that the cook 's keg
wasn't on time and where was the promised wood . But everyone enjoys the
whole thing.
Geary Schindel says of Gill: "I've
only been in Texas a few months and
have already recognized how much Gill
means to caving in Texas. I first met Gill
as a very young caver in the Washington D.C. area 20+ years ago. He was a
driving force in D.C. region , helping
shape the caving culture in the early
70's."
'Tm shocked that he 's leaving
Austin but am consoled by the memory
that he once left for Viet Nam and returned, and once left for Virginia, and
returned. The chances are good that he
will now leave for Kansas City, and return." -Frank B.
"I didn ' t want you to leave Texas
without again expressing my thanks to
you for the wonderful support you have
rendered to Texas caving for all these
years. Yours is a remarkable record of
service, which I don ' t believe can be
equaled by any other. It's true there are
cavers with greater tenure, but none with
greater sustained public service. While
others of your era have stepped aside (or
been run over), you have been an almost
constant touchstone and point of reference. Your methods and tactics have been
controversial upon occasion, but your
critics usually had less beneficial effects
on the caving world than you did. Your
departure will leave a considerable hole
in Texas caving which cannot be filled
by a single individual and will doubtless
be viewed as a way-point in our speleohistory." -Bespoken by a character in
San Angelo, an aged Sol Ross Caver.
There were two stupidest things
that Gill did in his life .. . Only two?
To sum up, I quote an anonymous
person who said, "That low life. I remember him. He promised that. .. "
Enough said.
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NSS CONVENTION

A First-Timer's Experiences at NSS Convention
Robin Barber
This article originally appeared in Speleospace.
On Tuesday, I considered another
I left for the 1999 NSS convention
The next morning, I bummed a ride
on the Saturday before the convention to the convention grounds.! investigated caving trip, but decided to take advanstarted. I got airline tickets into Twin the upcoming trips, the other events, and tage of the convention. I ended up in the
Falls, Idaho. I figured it would be easier the vendor tents. That afternoon I went gym where I joined the Vertical Section
and spent the afternoon at the rebelay
to get to the convention grounds withwith Jim and some other Texas cavers
workshop. I even got a semiprivate lesout a car from there than from Boise or to survey a lava tube, Dennys Cave.
son on rigging, something I'm very inSalt Lake City. Originally, I was supMonday morning there weren't any
terested in learning more about.
posed to meet my friend Penny Taylor talks that I was interested in, so I deThat night, I hung out at the Texwho was going to drive up to Idaho early cided to go to Crystal Ice Cave. I figto help Emily Davis Mobley set up _..._
ans' camp and talked. A couple of
guys from the Terminal Siphons, the
shop. Unfortunately, Penny became ill
yearly thrown-together caver band.
and had to cancel her plans. I figured
heard that I used to play in rock
there would be some other cavers on
bands and tried to recruit me to play
the plane I could hitch a ride with and
with them Wednesday night at the
if not, then I'd just call a cab. When I
campground party. I told them OK
got on the plane to Twin Falls in Salt
if they could find the instruments.
Lake City, I looked around for other
Unfortunately, they had no luck, so
cavers and saw some likely suspects.
it's tentatively on for next year. I will
I innocently asked a group of
three suspects if they were going to
be prepared.
Wednesday, I laid back and
the convention and they looked at me
went to geology talks, saw Jim talk
like I was crazy. Slowly I began to
about bats, and attended the vertical
realize that there weren't any other
section meeting. That night I saw the
cavers on the plane and I'd better find
3-D side show. It was pretty good.
a cab. I asked some of the locals on
Thursday was surveying and
the plane about getting a cab and they
cartography day. I spent all mornlaughed at me! Evidently, Twin Falls
ing and part of the afternoon at the
doesn't have cabs.
survey and cartography talks and
Luckily, a girl on the plane said,
The Idaho Spud Caver complete with helmet and
meetings. I learned a lot about what's
"Don't worry. We'll get you to your
caplamp. Photo by Jim Kennedy
hotel!" I piled into a small car with
happening in the surveying arena and
her family. They took me to my hotel ured I could go to the cave and get back got to hear a presentation by the only
to hear some of the talks about other member of the Greater Houston
and helped me carry stuff to my room!
Don't ever let anyone tell you that the Lechuguilla that afternoon. I went to the Grotto who attended. Bob Richards
people in Idaho aren't nice.
registration area at the designated time talked about computer drafting.
(7:45AM!) and hitched a ride with a guy
I found that my roommate, Cheryl
Thursday night was the photo saJones, had arrived just 30 minutes be- from Colorado. We didn't realize that lon. It was fun (excellent pictures and
some really funny videos). Bill Liebman
fore me. She greeted me with a big hug the cave was over two hours away! Hapand I stayed afterwards to help clear the
and I felt right at home. I met a few other pily, we got back to the convention
stage. My roomie and some of her friends
people who were staying at the same grounds in time for the Howdy Party.
hotel and talked with them a bit before
The Howdy Party consisted of played a big part in putting on the show.
calling Jim Kennedy. He picked me up baked potatoes, a band, and lots of They did a good job. After the photo
and we went to the convention grounds
salon was ramen noodle wrestling. I
people to meet. I had a good time talkwhere I met more people from Texas,
ing to people and I picked up a used carstrongly considered going, but I decided
familiarized myself with the layout, and
bide lamp from one of the vendors that that it was getting late and I needed to
inspected what the outdoor vendors had.
night. I am now a carbide caver. :)
get some sleep.
60
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NSS CONVENTION
Friday was another laid-back day.
I spent the morning looking around at
the shops, chatting, and dropping in on
the expedition sessions. Which brings me
to ... the big potato!
The day before the convention, a
giant potato appeared across from the
outdoor vendor booths. I found out Friday morning that the potato had entrances on the bottom and was full of
chicken wire and PVC pipe passages. A
voice spoke to me: Cave the Potato! I
decided I had to go for it. I started in
and got partway through then decided it
was WAY too hot to be in there. With
visions of passing out in the thing from
heat exhaustion and being found six
hours later, I aborted the mission halfway through. I found out later that they
routinely closed the thing during the
middle of the day because of the heat. I
spent the rest of the afternoon listening
to the cartography critiques, which were
very educational.
Friday night was kind of sad for
me (I don't want it to end!) although I
really had a good time that night. (Can
you say .. . beer?) We went to the banquet and then back to the campground
where people were already starting to
pack their stuff. I stayed up and hung
out with many of the people I'd met until Bill, who was my ride to the hotel,
asked me if I was ready to go. He gave
me a big hug and dropped me off at my
room. The next morning I hitched a ride
to the Twin Falls airport with Cheryl and
her friends. I was still kind of sad although I ran into some more cavers.
It's hard to convey how much fun
I had at convention. I left with a list of
caving things to do and learn more about.
I met so many great people. I'm really
looking forward to seeing them again
next year. West Virginia is going to be
great!

Texas Cavers at Convention
Reported by George Veni

Number of Texans in attendance: About 25
Awards:
Spelean Arts and Letters - Bill Mixon
Best Paper on a Show Cave - George Veni, with Bogdan Onac and
William White
NSS Fellow - Mike Warton

Chair meetings/workshops:
Aaron Addison, with Bernie Szukalski -Cave and Karst Information
Systems
Jim Kennedy- Bats Session
Jim Kennedy - Bats Workshop
Vivian Loftin - LEARN (Lechuguilla Cave project)
George Veni - NSS Geology and Geography Section

Papers:
Aaron Addison- Update on Lead List Management at Lechuguilla
Aaron Addison- Web Based Management for Large Cave Systems or
Caving Areas
Annette Engel, with Megan Porter and V. Shapiro -Ecological
Assessment and Geological Significance of Microbial
Communities from a Sulfidic Cave System
Annette Engel- Geomicrobiology of Sulfuric Acid Speleogenesis
Scott Engel, with Dennis Connair - Characterization of Karst
Groundwater Basins Using Normalized Base Flow Analysis
Jim Kennedy- Why Bats Use Caves and What We Are Doing About It
Jean Krejca, James Reddell, George Veni- Fauna of the Chiquibul
Caves, Belize
Bob Richards - Creating a Successful Computer Generated Cave Map
with Freehand
Bob Richards- Ka' eleku Caverns and Other Recent Survey Activities in
Lava Tubes on Maui
George Veni - Karst Geoarchaeology, Piedras Negras , Peten, Guatemala
George Veni, with Bogdan Onac and William White Identification and
Deposition ofMetatyuyamunite and Related Minerals in Caverns
of Sonora, Texas, USA

Salons:
Annette Engel - slides awarded in photo salon
Jim Kennedy -blue ribbon for map salon

Survey of Dennys Cave:
Robin Barber, Randy Brown, Julia Germany, Jim Kennedy, Patina Mendez

Tm: TExAs CwF.R
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INTERVIEW

Bill Mixon - NSS Spelean Arts & Letters Award
Rebecca Jones
Bill Mixon began caving in late
1960 in Chicago. There he was one of
the original members of the Windy City
Grotto. He moved to Austin in 1981 and
has been an active member of the
community ever since. I spoke with Bill
on August 13, 1999, a month after he
was presented the 1999 Spelean Arts &
Letters Award at NSS Convention.
Congratulations on your recent
award. Is there any truth in the rumor
that when the Spelean Arts & Letters
Award was first proposed, you were a
BOG member and opposed it?
It's funny ... When they first
brought it up, I said: "What do we need
this for?" There was the Lifetime
Achievement Award, Fellowship, Outstanding Service, and Honorary Membership. There was the Lou Bicking
Award for Exploration, but there was
nothing corresponding to the other two
planks of the Society: conservation and
science. When the new awards were proposed, I could see the Science and the
Conservation awards, but I said:
"What's this Arts and Letters about?"
Arts and Letters is supposed to be for
writing, or for art, or for criticism.
So the award is a recognition of
lasting achievement. What 's your contribution been ?
I added it all up and it comes out
to be something like 38,000 pages. That
includes 16 years of The Windy City
Speleo News and five Speleo Digests,
all done by hand: typing and cut and
paste layout. And four AMCS Activities
Newsletters, although those were done
with computers. I have a suspicion that
the steady stream of reviews was also
considered.
Is there anybody else who even
comes close?
Oh, no. I think not.
So what kind of commitment is
that ? How many hours per week?
62

Well, its not like I spend so many
hours each week. At the present time, I
don ' t have any publishing projects going on, so I'm not that busy. I'm going
to read these books anyway, and writing
a review doesn't take all that much time.
But when I'm working on getting something out, it's so many hours a night for

Bill Mixon receives Spelean Arts & Letters
Award at the 1999 NSS Convention

nine months. I've got a couple of projects
in the back of my mind. And of course,
people are always sending me things to
go over.
It's said that some authors send
their work to you for editing because
they're afraid you'll give them bad reviews if they don't.
Unfortunately, I still do give bad
reviews. You can't make a silk purse out
of a sow's ear just by adding commas.
Anyway, I've been moderately busy since
the convention. Several people gave me
things to mark up.

Do you feel it's a problem that
cavers write for the caving community?
Do they use that as an excuse for less
than professional quality?
There are practically no caving
books that are written in such a way that
they'd be understood by anyone other
than a caver. Other people just don ' t
understand ...
When some error gets printed, its
not because someone saw it and didn ' t
fix it, it's because no one saw it. I think
the problem is that there just aren't
enough people who are reading things
that are properly written that this looks
wrong to them. I spot things like that.
Partly it's that I read all the style manuals and stuff just for fun . The point is
that you caught the stuff because you
say this would not appear in The New
Yorker like this.
There's nothing wrong with a caver
who 's explored a neat cave not being a
great writer. The problem is that somebody who sets himself up as an editor
ought to know where the commas go.
It's the whole process that's broken
down.
If few people notice missing commas and dangling participles, why draw
attention to seemingly trivial details ?
Most people don't notice that
there ' s anything weird about these
things. For most people it's probably not
distracting. It's not really as big a crime
as I make it out to be to publish this junk.
I'm just trying to get people to do
a better job of putting out cave books.
What, other than grammatical
correctness, makes a good publication ?
It needs to not have holes in it. A
reasonable balance of information, not
just some boring blow-by-blow description of what you did. It needs some background about the cave, comments about
exploration, some funny stories. Generally, less documentary is better.
THE TEXA S CwER
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Spelean literature covers such a
wide-ranging field of topics, from
project reports to archaeology to high
angle rescue. How do you evaluate the
content, as opposed to the overall quality, of such a variety of technical subjects?
You take into account the purpose
of the book, obviously. The review will
say what's actually in the book. Does it
make sense the way it's presented? Is it
about something significant or not? You
want to make sure you have some kind
of grasp on what the content is and
whether this specimen is a good example
of that kind of content. And then, did
the publisher do a good job of putting it
together? The review should include
some sort of description of the book, and
beyond that it becomes kind of a matter
of opinion.
So can any one person give an
honest evaluation of any piece of caving literature, or is a review opinion?
Anyone can give an honest evaluation. I don't know anything about archaeology for instance, so I could read
all sorts of technical errors and never
notice them. I'm not pretending to judge
that kind of content. But anyone who's
widely read will know bullshit when you
see it. Even someone who's not a professional archaeologist will get a pretty
good impression . I feel perfectly at liberty to review all sorts of stuff.
You've built an incredible library.
How many volumes do you have?
I haven't got any idea. Every time
I buy a new computer I get the latest
version of Filemaker Pro with the intent
of cataloguing my library. But the prospect is so daunting that I don't know if
it'll ever get done.
When we were working on the bibliography [A Guide to Speleological
Literature in the English Language], I
went through and came up with something like 350 entries that they hadn't
had before. But the criteria were weird.
It left out things like dissertations. And
a book had to be at least half about caving, so it doesn't list important chapters
on general books or articles in other pub-

lications. I'd say the bibliography is
more useful for librarians and collectors
than for serious researchers. If you want
to do real research, you have to go to the
journals to keep current.
Can you describe your collection?
I'm not one of these collectors who
keeps everything wrapped in plastic. I
don't go around buying stuff I can't use,
like some sort of rare paperback in
French from 1910. I'm a collector, but
not a rare book collector. I'd just as soon
have a photocopy of some things as a
first edition. In that sense, I'm more of
a squirrel than a collector. When you've
been buying all the new stuff that comes
out for 35 years, you end up with a lot
of stuff.
So your librw)' is more a resource
than a collection. In Austin, we're grateful that you're willing to open your library to cavers. and it's great to see the
new things you bring to grotto meetings.
People who need cave information can
always come to you.
People have come here to do research for trips. Others have come when
they had papers to write. I mean if you
wanna blow your instructor's mind with
a neat bibliography ... Come up with an
entertaining caving topic , and I've got
lots of material for you. And its fun to
see what people can come up with. I
kinda wish people would do more of that.
What are some ofyourfavorites?
That's hard. I could come up with

probably a dozen books in every category. I certainly couldn ' t come up with
one. The best coffee table book is obviously the Lechugilla book. As far as exploration books, Beneath the Mountain,
that's a good read . There are a lot of
pretty good books out there ; of course
there are a lot of pretty awful ones as
well.
As far as periodicals, that 's hard
to say. One will be good for a few years,
then they get a new editor. The NSS News
is good now. Descent has a lot of international news. As far as scientific journals, the BCRA publication Caves &
Karst Sciences is better than the NSS
Bulletin . The British seem to get a wider
range of topics, its more interesting: the
American Journal is boring; of course
it's supposed to be boring .
You' ve been called "the fussiest
editor in the NSS," how do you respond
to that?
Red Watson [editor of Cave Books
and noted author] said that. That's fine
with me. Like I said earlier, a lot of the
stuff that I look at, I can say really isn' t
going to bother most people. A lot of
times an ulterior motive to my reviews
is to embarrass people enough so that
the next time they'll do it better. I don ' t
gush, that's not really my style. I have
heard many times that " if Bill Mixon said
he liked the book, I know I'll like it."

Look for Bill Mixon's Recommellded Reading in future issues of
The Texas Caver.
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TRIP REPORT

Dennys Cave Survey, Idaho
Robin Barber
While in Idaho, I was invited along
on a survey trip ofDennys Cave, a lava
tube. This was my first lava tube, so I
was pretty excited. The other members
of the team were Jim Kennedy, Julia
Germany, Randy Brown, and Patina
Mendez. The five of us arrived at the
cave around five in the afternoon. We
spent a little time locating the cave. Upon
finding it, we changed clothes and went
down into a pit opening.
Dennys Cave was recently dug
open by members of the
Idaho grotto. Close to the
opening was another
cave called Reids Cave.
We speculated that
Dennys and Reids caves
were actually part of one
big lava tube that had
been separated by the
breakdown in the pit.
At the opening, we
started to survey our way
into the cave. Entering
the cool cave felt great
after being heavily
clothed in the hot Idaho
sun. The cave temperature was about 45 degrees in contrast to the
90+ degrees of the Idaho
desert.
We went down a small passage into
a room . The leaders of our survey team
continued straight ahead into a small passage full of breakdown. Julia went ahead
of us to dig at the end of a large walking
passage we were told about. The rest of
us diligently surveyed the tube.
One of the first things we noticed
while surveying was that the fore and
back sights of the compass readings had
large discrepancies in them - up to 12
degrees! We tried several different things
to determine if we had a faulty instru64

- went through the lead, into another
room and from there found ... lava tube!
Jim was way ahead of me- yelling with
excitement the entire way - down the
tube. It was the classic lava tube walking passage you always see and hear
about - flat floor with an ovoid tunnel
that goes on forever.
We went to find the others. We
stopped in the room between the entrance
room and the tube and took a short break.
Then we entered the tube and continued
the survey. The
size of the passage
.___ allowed us to increase the distance
hetween stations.
All five of us
worked on the survey now. We had
to climb over
breakdown covering the floor in a
few areas, but for
the most part, the
tube was nice.
easy walking passage.
We continued surveying un..·~
til it got pretty
late. Some of us
Robin Barber in Dennys Cave, Idaho. Photo by Jim Kennedy
had places to be
the cave if possible.
early the next morning so we stopped
We continued down the small
the survey with the idea of completing it
breakdown crawl until we came to the before we left the convention. Unfortuend where Julia was busy digging. The nately, circumstances didn't let us comlava tube was small, unexciting and difplete it before we had to return home and
ficult to maneuver through. We were the survey data was turned over to the
unimpressed and starting to wonder if Idaho cavers.
the Idaho cavers had led us astray.
Even though we weren't able to
Jim and I made our way out of the complete the survey, I'm still glad I went
small crawl and back into the main en- and experienced a lava tube.
trance room. There we saw that there
was a larger lead that turned off from
the main room. Both of us- Jim in front

ment or if something else was wrong,
but found that the readings were consistently off. We decided that it must be due
to the magnetism inherent to lava tubes
in general. We dealt with this by taking
several forward and back readings and
coming up with a reasonable average.
We found later that it's not uncommon
to get discrepancies as large as 15 degrees and that they're regularly handled
using the method that we chose. It's best
to try to stay away from all the walls of
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BOOK REVIEW

Texas Caves by Blair Pittman
Reviewed by Bill Mixon
Texas Caves. Blair Pittman. Texas
A&M University Press, College Station;
1999. 8.5 by II inches, xxii+ 122 pp.
hardbound. ISBN 0-89096-849-7.
$34.95. Louise Lindsey Merrick Natural Environmental Series number 31.
It does not seem difficult to get a
book of cave photography published in
Europe, but "coffee-table" cave books
published in the United States are very
rare. Besides this new book on Texas
caves, the only other good one is The
Wilderness Underground: Ca ves of the
Ozark Plateau, which was also published by a university press, the University of Missouri Press, in 1992. Neither
of those books was actually printed here.
Texas Caves was printed in Italy, and
the Ozarks book was printed in
Singapore. The best picture book of all ,
the Lechuguilla book, was both published and printed in Switzerland.
The main emphasis in Texas Caves
is on the show caves of Texas and a few
caves that are owned and managed by
the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, such as Kickapoo and Devils Sinkhole. The book contains sixty color and
thirty-nine black-and-white photographs,
plus a couple of black-and-white drawings by Christa McLeland. Most of the
photographs are by the author, who has
been a caver and cave-photographer for
many years; he helped with the development of Caverns of Sonora in the early
sixties. Among others who contributed
photographs are Orion Knox, Carl
Kunath, and especially Robert Mitchell,
whose photographs, including a beautiful one of a Texas blind salamander, illustrate the chapter on biology. A lot of
the photographs were taken many years
ago and are of historical interest, but the
inclusion of these shots lowers the average quality of the photos. Some old photographs taken in Caverns of Sonora that
TuETExAs CAVER

show people sitting or leaning on formations would have been better omjtted.
You and I know that if you are off trail
in Sonora you ' re either on formations
or levitating, but the non-caver reader
will not get a good conservation message from those pictures. Trying to treat
all the show caves also didn't help; large
photographs of Cascade Caverns and
Wonder Cave are mediocre, at best. The
Ozarks book has better photography on
the average, and all its photos are in
color, but Pittman's book is still very well
illustrated, and many of the photos in it
are excellent.
Quite a variety of cavers contributed chapters to the text. Some are by
Pittman or written by him based on interviews with old-timers who were involved in developing some of the show
caves. In that category are chapters on
Jack Burch, who was involved in the
development of Sonora and Natural
Bridge, and Jim Brummett, who worked
in tum at Sonora, Cascade Caverns. and
Inner Space . Non-caver Christopher
Caran wrote the geology chapter, and
Robert Mitchell wrote the biology chap-

ter. Orion Knox wrote about the discovery and early exploration of Natural
Bridge, and Gill Ediger wrote a nice
summary of caving ethics and safety.
Pittman and Kunath wrote about cave
photography. Elaine Acker describes the
Parks and Wildlife caves. An interesting
foreword by "Ab" Abernethy is not
nearly so weirdly written in its final form
as it was in the manuscript I read a year
ago. Pittman himself wrote sections on
all the show caves, as well as his own
history of caving, which includes climbing down into Devils Sinkhole on fence
wire at the age of eleven. There are small
errors in the text, among them exaggerated figures for the depth and number of
bats in Devils Sinkhole. Overall. the
conservation message in the text is good,
compensating somewhat for the dubious
conservation message in some of the
photos.
The book includes a glossary and
an index. A bibliography was left out for
space reasons, although it is still promised in the preface.
Recommended, especially to Texas
cavers. -Bill Mixon

"THE DARK AND ELUSIVE HOLE"
THE DARK AND ELUSIVE HOLE ONE ENTERS
LEAVING THE LIGHT OF DAY BEHIND
CAN ONLY BE EXPLAINED BY THE ENLIGHTENMENT OF
ONE'S SOUL
AS HE BRINGS BRIGHTNESS TO THE STYGIAN DARKNESS
BELOW.
THE SOUND OF THUNDERING WATER
THE SIGHT OF IMMENSE BEAUTY
AND THE FEELING OF A COOL BREEZE
CAN DO ALL, BUT LEAVE ONE IN AWE WITH HIS INNERSELF.
Jerry Fant
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pressive pit for all sorts of rituals and
Continued from p. 57
name it "El Cenote." This is the largest would have tossed in all sorts of stuff.
pit in Guatemala known to date, and However, there has since been an incredsince most people have been referring ible amount of rock-fall that has buried
any evidence of Mayan use.
to it as "the cenote," we figured El CenThe next day, Allan and Bonnie
ote was appropriate. If nothing else, it
went back to the area around structure
is a far less cheesy name than "The Cenote of Doom ," as some archaeologists 0-13 where one of the archaeologists
showed them two caves he had seen. Both
called it, commemorating the near fatal
caves were very small, shelter-like feafall from the previous year.
I enjoyed the privilege of being the tures. They had a few sherds and one had
:=.,.-,--,-,....,,_..-....-~.,.,....~-....,....,..,
first one down, at least

drafted before we left for home. We also
"rested" by taking a tour of the extensive ruins.
On Sunday, the 11'", the archaeologists took the day off. Allan, Bonnie,
Robby, and I went off to survey the remaining small caves we knew of. We
located a site survey stake and chopped
and surveyed a trail up to Cueva de Micro-Muro. We then continued the survey to Cueva Buena Vista, which was
shown to Allan and
Bonnie two days earlier.
until I found the rope
It has a nice view, hence
piled into a tangled heap
it name, but was just anof spaghetti in trees and
other small shelter,
shrubs growing on a
about seven meters
steep slope. I untangled
wide, one to two meters
the mess, retied the knot
high, and which extends
connecting in the second
about four meters into
rope so it would be at the
the cliff. A meter-diamslope, which is a far
eter by 20-cenitmetermore convenient locadeep looters ' pit was
tion to cross the knot,
dug into the shallow
and chopped a lot of biosediment at the back of
mass out of my way with
great care not to chop
the cave. Three Late
the rope.About an hour
Classic potsherds were
later I finally reached the
left in the cave, but it
floor. But I couldn't get
Robbie Colas begins the 60-meter rappel into El Cenote. Photo by Allan Cobb
looked like there was
off the rope yet. I was on a steep slope been looted; neither seemed good pros- little material there in the first place.
and the way down was dense jungle. I pects for significant archaeology. I stayed
Afterward, we returned to the other
couldn't tell if there was another drop in camp to ponder topo maps, geology, cave shown to us a couple of days earahead, so I chopped 10 meters to where and our ever-diminishing options. When
Iier. It was also the last cave known to
I could see it was a slope, and where the
Allan and Bonnie returned, we went to
us to have cultural material; there were
slope I was on leveled out a little, and survey Maler's Bat Cave located about plenty of shelter caves in the area, but
finally got off the rope ten minutes after 30m from Maler's Cave. While the cave we surveyed only those that had possible
reaching the floor.
is only about ten meters long and col- archaeological significance. This cave
The others quickly followed me lapse-formed along a cliffside like most was like most of the others, a shelter
down. We scouted around and found
of the others; its configuration as an ac- formed by collapse along the cliff, but
ourselves at the bottom of a very steep tual passage made it seem more like a its shape and several speleothems gave
it the feeling of a solutional cave. It is
funnel of soil and rocks. Our survey real cave than a shelter.
would show the pit was I 00 meters in
Having been in the bush for a week, about four meters in diameter by three
diameter, 66 meters deep from the low we took an "off' day on the IO'h. We meters high, with a crawl that pinches
side, 120 meters deep from the high side, caught up on reading, sleep, journal enafter two meters. The floor in the main
and the longest possible freefall rappel
tries, and entering survey data into the room was dug down about a meter by
was estimated as 50-55 meters. There computer. Since there were electrical
looters, and several sherds were scattered
were no passages anywhere; none at the generators available, I brought a laptop about. Some were of undetermined age,
bottom and none in the walls. No arti- to write reports on the caves, plot sur- but are assumed to be Late Classic due
to the presence of sherds that date to that
facts either. Robbie did a couple of vey data, and electronically draw the
shovel tests, but finding something maps. Each evening throughout t_he ex- period. Robby squeezed into the crawl
would have been just luck. I feel certain pedition we'd enter data and notes; most and found a partial pot for which the
that the Maya would have used this im- cave reports were written and maps cave was given the Mayan name Actun
66
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Yuch'ib (Pot Cave). It looked to us that in diameter and looked as expected, eter survey to the perimeter survey of its
the deposit continued deeper than where based on the air photo and topo map. floor to create an impressive 3-0 plot.
the looters went, so the next day Robby The upper walls were very steep, and Everyone liked seeing how the cave rotated
began excavation and found a burial. Its the floor was flat. We took a different in 3-0, and especially enjoyed the simufacedown position and association with route back to camp through rugged lated free-fall down the pit as I zoomed
a figurine representing God N suggests terrain and conducted the obligatory down , crashing into the bottom .
"Death March" that all expeditions
the person may have been a shaman.
Some of the help we offered was in
Monday, 12 April 1999, was the seem to enjoy. After 1 I .5 kilometers field methods. One archaeology student
start of a new week, and we hoped new of searching, we found no caves, no from Pennsylvania was having trouble
life for the cave project. The area of best shelters, many cliffs, no artifacts, no learning to read Suunto survey instruments.
karst development seemed like it would
mounds, and no structures. It was time Her readings always seemed a little off. I
to go home.
be at a big sinkhole shown on the topopassed on some advice and techniques. The
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , most unusual suggestion was
about keeping magnetic items
away from the compass. I usuEL CENOTE
ally refer to eyeglasses. lights,
PIEDRAS NEGRAS, PETEN, GUATEMALA
carabiners, etc. , but thi s is the
SUUNTO & 30M TAPE SURVEY, 8 & 14 APRIL 1999
first time I had to tell someone to
ALLAN COBB
PIERRE ROBERT COLAS
remove a nose nng.
BONNIE LONGLEY
GEORGE VENI (CARTOGRAPHY)
Our most entertaining assistance was in helping to get a
20
40
high perspective photograph of
NT
METERS
the best-preserved structure at
Piedras Negras . The plan was to
METERS
rig a rope in a tall Ceiba tree, then
20
20
pull up a second rope on a pulSO' VIEW
ley that the archaeologists could
40
40
climb with our vertical gear.
60
60
We 'd then lower them with the
second rope running through a
80
80
rack. The problem was getting
100
100
the first rope up so high and
through the narrow gap between
METERS
120
120
the branches. It was solved by
some Guatemalan workers . One
We spent the next four days tend- tried to climb up with some ropes by wrapgraphic map as about three and a half
kilometers south of Piedras Negras . We ing our many wounds and mopping up ping loops around his legs and waist, then
discussed different options on how to get loose ends. We surveyed the perimeter around the tree as a type of prussik. It
there. None seemed appealing. We settled of El Cenote 's entrance, surveyed didn ' t work. Abruptly. a second worker
on scrambling and stumbling over the Robby 's excavation units and added took off his shoes, then with bare hands
many boulders lining the bank of the them to the cave maps, wrote cave and feet he went 1 I meters straight up the
Usumacinta as we headed up the river descriptions , plotted survey data, smooth-barked tree. He had a small cord
for about two and a half kilometers. At drafted maps, packed gear, and made with him and pulled up the first rope. which
that point, we would angle up the steep small donations to the project of stuff he threaded through the crotch in the limbs
we didn ' t want to carry back to civili- and wrapped around his waist so the workslope along the river to the top of a ridge,
but forgot that the topo map 's 20-meter zation. We also spent some time help- ers at the other end could lower him to the
ground. We then tied a pulley to the end of
contour intervals hide a lot of details . ing out with the archaeology project.
The slope was a near cliff, but after a There were several questions about that rope, slipped the second rope though
harrowing 270 vertical meters , we surveying, and we demonstrated the the pulley, pulled both ropes up the tree,
reached the ridge-top from which we WALLS cave survey program. I had and secured them to nearby trees, and we
plugged in some artificial vectors to were ready to photograph.
could easily reach the sinkhole.
The sinkhole was about 400 meters connect El Cenote 's entrance perimContinued on. p. 68
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Continued from p. 67

Understanding the Contrast:
Big Pits and Tiny Caves
We hiked out of the bush on 16
April 1999, a week earlier than
planned and with mixed feelings. It
was great to be in the bush again and
see a new archaeological site. But we
didn't get to do the caving we had
hoped for. Not even close. This was
especially disappointing because on
the air photos and topo maps the area
had seemed so promising. What had
gone wrong in the development of this
karst?
The answer became increasingly
evident during the course of the expedition as we gathered information.
The odd contrast between having tiny
caves and huge sinkholes and pits results from the late Cretaceous and
Paleocene rocks underlying the site.
The uppermost unit is a cliff-forming
dolomite to dolomitic limestone that
supports little solutional enlargement

Continued from p. 55

Cavers have been able to help out
with some ranch chores. The October
floods last year took out some of fences
and washed out some roads. We had a
work trip this spring with lots of support from many grottos. We began by
clearing flood debris from the fences near
the spring entrance. Then we trimmed
brush from fence lines so they could put
up electric fences in place of the old
barbed wire. We also did a little roadwork. We didn't finish trimming all the
fence lines, but we did the critical areas,
and he was very grateful. He can at least
let cattle in all areas of his ranch now,
where before he was keeping them out
of the spring area because many of the
fences were down.
Cavers have also helped out several times in the past few years with hay
production. Several years ago we volunteered to help haul hay from his fields
and stack it in the barns. We had a great
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Robbie Colas (top) and Allan Cobb in the entrance
of Cueva de Micro-Muro. Photo by George Veni

turnout early, but after just a few hours
of throwing hay bales in the August heat,
most were disappearing into their airconditioned cars and heading home. A
few stuck it out all day, and before we
quit we had hauled about 2000 bales.
Everyone's efforts were appreciated,
however small. We learned a lot that day,
mostly how not to do things, but everyone contributed, and the owner was
shocked beyond belief. He commented
that with all the PhD's, teachers, lawyers, and other professional people he
had the most educated group of field
workers in the history of hay hauling.
In addition to the big hay-hauling
trip, a month ago Libby Overholt and I
picked up several hundred bales from
one field and got it into the barn. The
owner would still like to bale more hay
this year. At the last Bexar Grotto meeting, many people volunteered to help out.
At the moment he doesn't have any more
to bale.

for caves. An easily eroded carbonate chalk that forms no caves underlies it. Karst cones in the area are
partly formed by solution of the dolomitic limestone and partly from
weathering of the chalk, undercutting
and collapsing the dolomitic limestone. The absence of cockpits, large
solutionally formed sinkholes between the cones, is due to the presence of the chalk, which instead,
forms relatively flat areas that drain
overland to the river.
El Cenote and the large sinkhole
three and a half kilometers south of
Piedras Negras formed by the collapse of dolomite and chalk into a
deeper limestone where large phreatic
conduits are apparently present. The
upper half of El Cenote is the cliffforming dolomite and the lower half
is the crumbly chalk. As the chalk
falls into the pit, weathered by water
and plants growing in it, it undercuts
the limestone causing large sections

Enough of that stuff and back to
the good stuff ... caving.
There are hundreds of leads in
Honeycreek; with going virgin passage
ahead. These days most of them are small
crawls where the surveys ended, but the
nature of Honeycreek is that around the
next corner the passage dimensions are
likely to change. Who knows which ones
will lead to big rooms, or even connections to new surface entrances? In addition, there are many dome leads. Some
have been free climbed, some have been
bolted, and recently some have been
checked with extension ladders; more
than I 00 remain unchecked. The average time required to reach the end of a
known survey is four to five hours. There
are some closer, some farther away, but
all will be great trips, with plenty of hard
core wetsuit caving. Is there anyone out
there up to the challenge? Call me, Kurt
Menking. I'll be happy to set up, lead,
or recommend trips to anyone.
THE TEXAS CAVER
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of wall to collapse. Apparently this happens with considerable frequency; we
heard several small rocks fall down the
pit while we were there. Since the floor
is steeply funneled and not mounded, at
an undetermined depth, there must be a
cave-forming limestone with big passages that is actively dissolving away the
rocks that collapse off the pit walls.
To better understand the
hydrogeology of the area, Allan and I
spent some time looking for springs
along the Usumacinta, and collecting and
analyzing water samples. About every
20 meters was a small spring, with discharge of up to 50 liters per minute. The
pH and conductivity showed this water
was not bank storage from flooding or
diversion of water from the river. The

chemistry was distinctly different. The
close spacing of the springs demonstrates
that water recharges into the karst along
a wide variety of fractures , and diffuse! y
flows along those fractures to the river,
not merging to form conduits of any significant size. In the lab at camp, we ran
analyses on the water samples. Most
notably, the calcium and magnesium ratios confirmed that much of the water is
draining from dolomitic rock, which is
generally bad for cave development.
Piedras Negras is the modem name
for the ancient Mayan city, given for
black chert and black-stained rocks
along the Usumacinta River. Steve Houston has translated the emblem glyph, the
Mayan name for Piedras Negras, to "The
Portal." Possibly this refers to El Cen-

ote which overlooks the city. In any case,
while the caves were not many or large,
the material left in them shows that caves
were still important to the Maya of the
once great city.

The grotto joined The American Cave
Conservation Association and The
Texas Conservation Association.
KCCP project continues with several
Bexar grotto members participating.
Cricket Cave was found again . It is
located over the upstream section of
CWAN. Shadow Cave was also visited.
David Bogard has been to Honey Creek
- to check out some leads
Ted Lee & Michael Cicherski joined a
Bill Steele trip to Silver Tip Cave in
Silvertip Mountain, Wyoming (mean
cave temperature 35 °F).
Christi Bennet, Tom Brown, Dawn
Cooper, and Ann Murphree went to
Baylor Crevice Cave, King David's
Throne Cave, and Vulture Cave in
Edwards County.
Bob Cowel checked out Frio Queen
Cave in Uvalde County
Pat Copeland invited James Loftin ,
Christie Bennet, Blair Pittman to H.T.
Miers Cave, Val Verde County. The
group did four drops, then ran out of
rope. Water has apparently changed the
interior appearance of the cave, which
can flood violently.

UT GROTTO- Rebecca Jones
James Lopez, Bonnie Longly, and Ed
Goff (Maverick Grotto) went to NM for
a survey trip in The Cave of the
Madonnas.
Andy Grubbs participated in a LEARN
trip to Lechugilla, NM.
Joe Ivy & Rebecca Jones led a bop trip
to Hoya de Guaguas and Sotono de las
Golindrinas. SLP, Mexico. Reports of
" Killer Bees" at Guaguas are
exaggerated. They did encounter several
large hives of wasps. The wasps were
uninterested in cavers on rope two meters
away from the hive, although everyone
was careful not to physically disturb
them.
Jean Krejca led a trip to Sotono de
Amezcua in Coahuila , Mexico to
continue her studies of blind catfish.
Several UT members participated in a
multi-day camp and assisted with the
project, which included sump diving and
catfish catching.
Peter Sprouse and Susie Lasko did some
karst survey recon flights in Northern
Mexico. They flew over the PEP, parts
of the El Abra range, and the Bustamante
area.

GROTTO REPORTS
GREATER HOUSTON GROTTO
Newsletter was honored at the NSS

convention. One Speleospace cover
won a merit award, and four won
honorable mentions.
BEXAR GROTTO - Joe Mitchell
The Bracken Bat Cave Committee
raised money with a fish fry. Mowing
and cleanup efforts continue on a
biweekly basis . At a meeting with BCI,
Carl Ponebshek reported plans for the
recently acquired 400-acre parcel. There
is talk of paving the road to the cave in
preparation for Bracken's new role as
an interpretive center for public
information. Bexar Grotto will conduct
a site survey of for potential caves.
George Veni taught a class on the karst
hydrology of the Edwards Aquifer.
Several grotto members helped escort the
class to Wurzbach Bat Cave and
Honey Creek Cave.
The grotto signed a card for 50th
wedding anniversary of the owners of
Honey Creek Cave.
A work trip to Government Canyon State
Natural Area was planned to investigate
karst features and caves on the Davis
Ranch Tract.
TH E T EXAS CA VER
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LOST CAVES OF TEXAS- VAL VERDE COUNTY
Butch Fralia
In the TSS electronic database, there are 4 711 records of Texas caves and karst features. Only 2213 have complete location
data consisting of the USGS Quadrangle map where the cave occurs and UTM coordinates. Of the remaining records 933 have
quadrangle data without a location and 1580 are missing even the USGS Quadrangle. For 1580 caves or karst features , even
the approximate 'where' is a mystery.
This is one of a series of articles to identify the lost caves and karst features of Texas. The TSS asks that Texas cavers help find
the lost caves . Below is a list of the Lost Caves of Val Verde County. Location data can consist of a marked up topographic
map, GPS data or whatever help you can provide. If you have other data on the cave or karst feature we'll take that also. For
instance, the caves listed could be duplicates of other records. Any and all information is appreci ated.
Why is this information important? Considering the nature of cavers, they gain access in a particular area and explore there for
a while. Boredom sets in or access is lost. In twenty years or so, cavers return to an area and don't know if they've discovered
a new cave or rediscovered a known cave. By maintaining the database, that information will be known! If you have information
about any of these caves in Val Verde County, please contact:
Butch Fralia 3412 Walton Ave., Ft. Worth, TX 76133-2230, of sharbu@flash.net
30-Foot Pit
Amistad Crack
Berry Cave
Breakdown Cave
Britain Pasture Cave
Brite Ranch Solution Channel
Bulldozer Crevice No . I
Bulldozer Crevice No.2
Burial Cave
Carcass Cave
Castle Canyon Cave
Cauthorn Centipede Cave
Cave 8
Cave 8 °
Confluence Cave
Cow Creek Rattlesnake Cave
Crevice Cave
Dead Sheep Cave
Desert Rose Cave
Devils River Bridge Cave
Diablo Crack

Dondole Cave
Double Javelina Skull Cave
Dust Cave
Dynamite Cave
Elliott Spider Cave
Eroded Cave
Fault Cave
Fishing Hole Cave
Fizzled Fissure
Fossil Cave
Fred
Hodges Cave
Hole in the Wall
Horseshoe Ranch Left-Hand Cave
Horseshoe Ranch Right-Hand Cave
Langtry Crazy Cricket and Mad
Langtry Creek Burial Cave
Leonard Cave
Little Dusty Cave
Massie Cave
McBee Bend Cave

Moth Cave
Mountain Lion Cave
Osman Canyon Talus Cave
Painted Caves
Papalote Pit
Pecos River High Bridge Talus
Plecotus Cave
Popcorn Ball Cave
Red Bluff Creek Cave
Red Bulff Shelter Cave
Road Cut Cave
Rock Rattler Cave
Scramble Cave
Skull Cave
Slab Cave
Solution Channel Survey
Spider Cave
Split Cave
Spring Cave
Sunset Cave
Triangle Cave

Twin Shelters Cave
Unnamed Cave
Unnamed Cave (41-VV-1)
Unnamed Cave (41-VV-38)
Walk Crawl
Wardlaw Sink
White Sinkhole
Whitehead Ranch Cave No . I
Whitehead Ranch Cave No .5
Whites Indian Cave
Wren Cave

THE INQUISITION- KONG LIFT ASCENDER
Joelvy
What: The Kong Lift ascender
Pros: A bit cheaper than the Petzl
Accommodates large hands
Cons: A bit heavier than the Petzl
Cost: Suggested retail $40
Where: Kong dealers
The Lift is a new ascender from
Kong-Bonaiti that replaces the old, bizarre ratcheting Lift ascender and the
Modular ascender. The Lift is a standard
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design handled ascender like the Petzl
Ascension with a few neat design features. First, it accommodates a larger
hand than the Ascension. Big cavers will
appreciate this. The handle is also thicker
than the Ascension so that I find it more
comfortable on my hand. Again, big
cavers will appreciate this. And best of
all, the handle glows in the dark! A KongBonaiti exclusive! I honestly don't know
why they put fluorescent handles on
some of their gear but it is kind of cool.

The cam is designed to be self-cleaning
by allowing mud to pass through it. This
is achieved in a slightly different way
than the Petzl cams but seems to work
just fine. The only negative aspect of the
Lift ascender is that it's a little heavier
than its Petzl counterpart. All in all , the
Kong Lift is a good, rugged handled ascender, especially for big folks, and is
priced a little cheaper than the Petzl Ascension. And it has that cool, glow-inthe-dark handle!
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UPCOMING EVENTS
3-6 September- TSA Labor DayProject.
Clean-up & Restoration at Gruta del
Palmito, Bustamante, Nuevo Leon . TSA
web page < http ://www.eaver.net/tsa>
3-6 SeptembeR- SWR Labor Day, NM.
Bob Rogers 505-521-0797
<rroclgers@ mn s u.edu >
3-6 September- Carlsbad Caverns CRF
Pro_ject, NM. Barbe Barker 972-59411 83 <cavers@ gte.net>

25-26 September- High Guads
Restoration Project. Dave Jag now 505662-0553 <dj agnow@ raoclrunner.com >

12-14 November - Colorado Bend SP
Project. Terry Hol s inger 512-443-4241.
<trhl i@ sprynet.com>

8- 10 October- Colorado Bend SP
Project. Terry Ho lsin ger 512-443-4241
<trh Ii@ sprynet.c om>

19-21 Nove mber- Kendall County Cave
Project. Karen Perry 8 17-922-0 889
< roclp@ swbe ll.n et>

11-15 October - Captain Peak Cave
Dig, NM . Dick Venters
< rventers@ ao l.com>

24-28 Nove mber - Carlsbad Caverns
CRF Project, NM. Barbe Barker 972594-1183 <cavers@,gte.net>

15-17 October- Texas Caver's Reunion.
Site to be announced

I 0-12 December- Colorado Bend SP
Project. Terry Ho lsinger 512-443-4241
<trhli @,sprynet.co m>

18 September- James River Bat Cave,
Mason. Erica Gustafson 512-263-8878
17-19 September- Kendall County
Cave Project. Karen Pe rry, 8 17-9220889 <roclp@ swbe ll.n et>

22-23 October- Powells Cave Project.
Those attending must contact Terry
Ho lsinge r. 512-443-4241
< trh Ii@ sp rynet. com >

17-19 December- Kendall County Cave
Project. Karen Perry 8 17-922 -0 889
<rodp@ swbe ll .net>
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SIGN ME UP FOR THE TEXAS CAVER!
I don't want to miss another issue.
Sign me up for the item indicated:

D

$25- TSA Membership : The TExAs CAVER, TSA
Activities Newsletter & Texas Caver Reunion notices)

D
D
D

$30- Family Membership (Two votes but only one set
of publications)

NAME: ---------------------------------------STREET:
CITY, ST, ZIP:

HOME PHONE

$20 - TSA & TExAs CAvER only
WORK PHONE

$7 - Activities Newsletter only
E-MAIL:

MAIL TO: TSA, BOX 8026, AUSTIN, TX 78713
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TEXAS CAVER SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
All cavers are invited to submit articles. trip re port s. pictures. maps. cartoons. poetry. events. etc.

Material should be cave related and pertinent to the Texas caving community.
The Caver is published bi-monthly. The deadline for submissions is the last clay of odd- numbered months.
The editors will confirm receipt of material. re view submissions. and return comments as necessary before publication.
Slides. negati ves. photos. art and maps will be scanned as quickly as possible and the n retumecl promptly.
All written material should be submitted digitally in Rich Text Format. o n 3.5 inch tl oppies or ZIP disks. or attached to e mail.
Graphics sho uld be submitted as .tif files. Photos should be scanned at 266 clpi. line art at 600 clpi.
All material should be identified with author's nam e. titl e and elate . Visual materials should be clearly matched to capti ons.
For further information on submi ss ion or style gu idelines. please contact the editors:
Joe Ivy & Rebecca Jones
I 19 16 Bluebonnet. Manchaca. TX 78652
j oe i1·y@ intcrscn .com
512-292-1878
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